
 

Costumes 
I think all costumes should be in fabric (no paper or crepe paper), such as real 

costumes. 

Simten 

 

 

 

  

An evening dress for 

the end of the story 

but it should be a 

white one.  

Like it is a tale, 

thedress should be 

steamy, flimsy.  

I think Simten can have 

several costumes.  

Simten must be a 

modern girl.   

Among all costumes 

proposed, this one is 

the most interesting 

regards to colours.  

This one is for the 

beginning of the story.  

 



 

 

 

Trees 

 

  

A felt costume (like a disguise) with 

different kinds of leaves on it, made 

in various fabrics. Leaves are hung on 

arms and on head. Leaves can move, 

float.    



 

Tadpole 

 

 

  

The mask can be made with 

green felt and black 

clothing as you suggested.  

Eyes on the top is a very 

interesting idea and I think 

it is necessary to 

understand which animal it 

is.  



 

Kids 

 

 

  

Costume looks perfect because it 

is a mix between denim, colours 

and black. They look very 

modern. Close to the body, they 

wear black clothes, above denim 

like a dress or dungarees or 

trousers in denim and a just a 

touch of colours.  



 

 

Mr Inkpen 
 

 

Mr Inkpen must have a funny old fashioned 

costume with a top hat. I think we can make 

him more funny with a clown make-up (without 

the big red nose !) and a big bow tie.  



 

 

 

Townfolk 

 

  

Costumes should look traditional, old 

fashioned. It should be real costumes.   



 

Simten’s mother 

 

Good idea to make her wear a grey dress (really 

basic one) and grey hair bun.   



 

 

Mr Big 

 

  

I think Mr Big should be more frightening. 

In my opinion, he should wear big black 

glasses and a black suit and a black tie. 

Model has a realistic expression !   



 

Digger 
 

 

 

  

Digger costume should look like to a robot 

costume. He can wear a yellow security jacket, 

work overalls and a funny hat like the drawing.  



 

Engineer 

 

I don’t know if it is necesary to make a difference 

between engineer and digger ? I think it is.  

In my opinion, the difference is in the expression 

of both of them : engineer are serious men while 

digger are just working men like a robot.   


